LOBSTER - Freedom

The elite freedom portable ball machine is equipped with features that are not found on any machine in its price range.
The large ball capacity and battery size allow extended play on the court. The freedom's oversized wheels and extended
handle provides unequalled portability for players who are on the move. Enjoy playing against such advanced features
such as full corner-to-corner random oscillation, up to 50-degree lobs to practice your overheads, and speeds of up to 70
miles per hour.

Elite Freedom Horizontal Oscillation

The full corner-to-corner sweep of the Elite Freedom portable ball machine will challenge a wide range of players from
advanced to beginners alike.
Designed for maximum durability, its 35-pound ergonomic design and oversized-wheels allow for easy transport, even
with a full hopper of 150 balls. A 2-4 hour battery allows you the freedom to play anywhere at anytime.
Oscillation:

Random horizontal

Speed:

10 to 70 mph

Ball capacity:

150

Feed rate:

2-10 seconds

Power:

battery

Court time:

2-4 hours

Elevation:

manual0-50 degrees

Weight:

35 lbs.

Spin:

none

LOBSTER – Elite II
Equipped with all of the standard Elite One battery-operated features, the Elite Two's advanced triple oscillation takes
match play to the next level at a minimal cost increase over the elite one.
While almost all machines sweep randomly left to right horizontally, the Elite Two also oscillates vertically, giving you
short and deep shots in a random pattern to provide a better physical workout. Or choose your shot placement vertically
only and horizontally only.
Want more action? Simulate match play by combining both vertical and horizontal oscillation functions to throw balls
throughout the entire court-left, right, short, and deep. This tennis ball machine will challenge all of your strokes,
not just your forehand and backhand. You'll also improve your reaction time while you advance your foot speed agility.
In addition to triple oscillation, the Elite Two will confront you with up to 50 degree lobs to practice your overheads - a
feature not available on any other ball machine, speeds of up to 80 miles per hour to challenge your ability to react
with thinking, and heavy top and back spin choices to perfect your ability to return whatever comes your way.

Elite Two Triple Oscillation

Remote
Control Panel

While almost all machines sweep randomly left to right, the Elite Model 2 simulates match play with left, right, short, and
deep shots in a random pattern.
Designed for maximum durability, its 44-pound ergonomic design and oversized-wheels allow for easy transport, even
with a full hopper of 150 balls. A 4- to 8-hour battery helps ensure plenty of court time between recharges.
Oscillation:

Random, Horizontal, Vertical, Horizontal & Vertical

Speed:

20 to 80 mph

Ball capacity:

150

Feed rate:

2-10 secconds

Power:

battery

Court time:

4-8 hours

Elevation:

electronic 0-50 degrees

Weight:

44 lbs.

Spin:

top, back

Remote:

Included

Fast charger:

Included

